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A~tract--ln thns paper, a ne~ form of Erlang-B formula ~s demed, so that nt can be easil3 programmed 
on the computer, and so that nt can be computed for an.~ lost-call s)stem ~th full-a~atlabfln3 group of 
trunks. ~ith no restriction on its size or on the ~olume of traffic offered 
INTRODUCTION 
Erlang-B formula, presented below, gixes the lost-call congestion for a l i d l -ava ih lb i l i t . r  g roup  0I" 
t runks ,  or any similar queuing s~stem [I]. 
[d n n ! 
B(n ,a )  - - -  (I) 
,:., lu' i!) 
,=lp 
v,, here 
B(n. a) = is the lost-call congestion; 
n = number of  trunks; 
a = traffic offered in Erlang. 
Several methods have been used for programming Erlang-B formula, and computing B(n, a). 
One method uses the following recursion [2]: 
BlO. a) = I; 
[ I .B (n ,a ) ]= I+(n  a)[I B (n -  I,a)]. (2) 
Another similar programming method [3] is related to the usual mathematical derivation steps of  
forrnula [I]. Although the two methods pro~ ide accurate results, for any level of  congestion, the,,' 
are restricted to systems ~ith limited number of trunks, usualb not exceeding 90 (.for computers 
~,here an arithmetic overflow occurs at 103% 
To program the computation of  Erlang-B formula for larger number of trunks, the following 
form of the formula has been suggested [2]: 
B(n, a) ~ [I q2rtn)' :]exp[n - a + n In(a n)]. (3) 
This formula, ~as derived from the original Erlang formula, using the following equations: 
i=r/ 
(a' i!) ~ exp(cl): (4) 
i =1"1 
n! ~ 1211 in 2n,, exp( -n  I: (5) 
(a n )"= exp[n I n ia  n)l. (61 
The problem of using equation (3) is that it is onb valid for cases with low congestion where n 
is sufficiently larger than a. Therefore it can not be used for cases with high congestion, such as 
the case of  the high-usage routes usually used in telephone networks [I]. 
The purpose of this paper is to develop a new method for computing Erlang-B congestion, on 
the computer, with no restriction either on the size nor on the traffic level of  the system considered. 
This is done by deming  a new and suitable form of Erlang-B formula, and making use of  the range 
of real numbers available on any computer system. 
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ERLANG-B  FORM LWL.~ 
It can be seen that the problem in equation (31 is related to using the approximation given in 
equation (4). Excluding this approximation, and considering the logarithmic principle of equation 
(61 for (2n) ~2 the follo~ing formula for B(n .a ) i s  derixed: 
Bill. a)  ~ I '~" exp[x(i) - .x(n)],  (7) 
, =q l  
x~ here 
x(0)  = 0. 
,,1i)= i[I +ln(,t i ) ] - ( I  2)lnl2rti), 
.x(n) = nil + ln(a n)] - (I 2)ln(2rrn ). 
B(n. a )can  be easily programmed, from the abo~e formula, using the exponential function, the 
natural logarithmic function and some looping to compute the summation. 
RANGE OF COMPL iTAT IONS 
In dealing with real numbers, a computer has an upper limit, and a lower limit, fo r  the acceptable 
~alues of real numbers. If a real value exceeds the upper limit, an arithmetic o~erflo~ occurs, and if 
it is less than the Io~.er limit, an arithmetic underflo~ takes place. The Io~er and upper limits are 
usuall3 specified as [(10) ~', (10Ira], where d is an integer number. ,As ~e are concerned, in equation 
(7), with the exponential function, the limit can be specified as [exp( -k ) ,  exp( +k)],  ~here. 
k = d I n ( lO) .  (81 
In computing B(n,a) ,  for limited ~a[ues of n. using equatnon 17), no overflow or underflow 
problems ~ould be expected. In addition, one element in the summation of  the denominator will 
have the ~a[ue of I, that is at i = n, irrespective of the ~alues of n. and a. As n becomes larger, 
elements at i ,~ n becomes much smaller than I, and may cause an underflo~ if they become smaller 
than exp( -k ) .  The elements ~hich causes such an underflow, can be disregarded from the 
computation, as the3 will be insignificant o the summation. Hox~ever, the number of elements to 
be disregarded can be reduced, if equation (7)us rewritten as t\'fllo~s, assuming q < k: 
, = ,t  
Bin, a ) "~ exp(q X- exp[x(i ) - x(n ) + q], (9) 
t=r l  
This equation enables computing B(n, a 1, using the a~ailable range of real values on an.~ computer 
system. 
APPL ICAT ION 
Equation (9) has been programmed on an IBM-PC computer using TURBO Pascal, where 
d = 38, and consequently k = 88: q was given the xaue of 80. The programming pro~ed to be eas.~, 
and the results produced for B(n, a) agree with the previousl3 kno~n results [I, 2]. In addition, 
it was possible to compute B(n,a for large ~alues of n, at an~ level of  offered traffic, a. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The new method presented nn this paper enables the computation of Erlang-B formula ~ith no 
restriction, neither on the size of the s.~stem considered, nor on the level of traffic offered. 
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